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How the Klein Marine Sonar systems handle time…. 

TPU Time:   Handled as outlined in section 30.1  

• TPU Boots and initializes it time to its local clock. 

• If a master client connects to the TPU via the SDK, one of two things will occur 
regarding time: 

o Check if 1PPS is configured.  If active, System time is synchronized to 
1PPS pulse with the NMEA0183 ZDA message 

o No 1PPS 
o If an RMC NMEA0183 message has been received by the TPU, then 

the TPU will set its local system time to the RMC GPS time. 
 

o If an RMC NMEA0183 message has NOT been received, then the 
TPU local system time will be set to match the Master client. 

 
▪ For SonarPro®, this happens automatically since the first call 

after successful connection is to set the time. 
▪ For UUV & AUV customers that do not use SonarPro®, our 

instructions are to set the TPU time immediately after 
successful connection. 

▪ For third party clients that now have the capability to control 
Klein Sonars, I am not aware of their current procedures 
regarding time. 
 

o Without 1PPS, the important thing to remember is that time 
synchronization happens ONCE at Master Client connection time 
only.  Currently, if the Sonar is receiving RMC messages every 
second, they will not update the TPU system time. 
 

o With 1PPS and the sonar is actively receiving ZDA messages, the 
TPU system time is continually adjusted/updated. 

 

• NOTE:  At one time, the TPU was updating the system time every NMEA 0183 
ZDA message with or without 1PPS.  Current 3500 TPU software does not 
update its system time with periodic ZDA or RMC time messages. 
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30.1 TPU Time in SonarPro® 

When using SonarPro®, a date and time is displayed in the Information window. 

This time is also in the header in the .sdf data that comes from the TPU. The time 

is set when SonarPro® is started on the master computer. When the system is successfully 

booted, SonarPro® can be started from the master 

computer. The master computer controls the range, pulse length, etc. of the sonar, and only one 

master computer can be running at a time with one sonar. Any other 

computers connected to the Ethernet Hub and running SonarPro®, would be 

considered slaves. The slave computers running SonarPro® have no control of the 

sonar or the TPU. 

 

When SonarPro® starts on the master computer, a message is sent to the TPU to set 

the TPU clock. The TPU in turn looks at the GPS navigation input on COM2. If it 

sees an RMC sentence on COM2 in the GPS message, the TPU clock is set to the 

GPS time which is Zulu time. If an RMC message is not seen on COM2, the TPU 

sets its clock to the master computer’s clock. 

 

The TPU clock is set whenever SonarPro® is started from the master computer. 

Thereafter it keeps its own time, either GPS or master computer time. Therefore if 

the navigation input is not present when SonarPro® is started on the master 

computer, and the navigation input is connected after SonarPro is started, the TPU 

will not follow GPS time. SonarPro® will have to be restarted, or a new state will 

have to be initialized to sync the TPU to the GPS time with the RMC sentence 

present. If another operating system other than SonarPro® is used, it most likely will not set the 

TPU clock. SonarPro® should be started before the other operating system to 

sync the TPU to GPS time if desired. Once the TPU has been synced, SonarPro® 

can be shut off and the TPU will continue to keep time with its own clock. Another 

solution would be to set the master computer to GPS (Zulu) time. 

In the header information for .sds files, there are two times. The first time is that 

described above, and again, it is set when SonarPro® is started. The second time or 

fix time hour, minutes and seconds is the time read from the GPS input on COM2 

if a sentence with time is input. This time is not viewable in SonarPro®. 

 


